WHAT IS THE BRAIN BEE?
A neuroscience competition for students in grades 9-12, the Brain Bee allows students to study Brain Facts produced by the Society for Neuroscience and test their neuroscience knowledge.

WHY PARTICIPATE?
Participants will enjoy hands-on brain activities, meet teenagers from other schools and learn more about neuroscience. If you win the Brain Bee, you'll be awarded a summer research fellowship at Washington University, along with an all-expenses paid trip to Washington, D.C. to participate in the National Brain Bee.

WHEN: FEBRUARY 29, 2020
1-5PM
WHERE: REBSTOCK HALL
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY,
DANFORTH CAMPUS

HOW SHOULD I PREPARE?
The Brain Bee competition questions will be based off a Neuroscience handbook found at https://www.brainfacts.org/the-brain-facts-book

Tutorial days at the Science Center will be held Sundays: 2/8, 2/15, 2/22. More information about the time and exact location will be emailed and posted on the website.

These tutorial days are highly recommended!

QUESTIONS?
Contact:
DR. ERIK HERZOG: HERZOG@WUSTL.EDU
ALICIA YANG: ALICIA.YANG@WUSTL.EDU
FAHIM CHOU DHURY: FAHIMCHOU DHURY@WUSTL.EDU